Abstract. Several issues connected with bridging methods for atomistic-to-continuum (AtC) coupling are examined. Different coupling approaches using various energy blending models are studied as well as the influence that model parameters, blending functions, and grids have on simulation results. We use the Lagrange multiplier method for enforcing constraints on the atomistic and continuum displacements in the bridge region. We also show that continuum models are not appropriate for dealing with problems with singular loads, whereas AtC bridging methods yield correct results, thus justifying the need for a multiscale method. We investigate models that involve multiple-neighbor interactions in the atomistic region, particularly focusing on a comparison of several approaches for dealing with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
91
Using blending functions, we determine the contribution to the global potential energy 92 of each representation (continuum and atomistic) in each subregion.
93
We can express the total potential energy of the system ‡ as
where we have the internal potential energy of the system
2) † The atomistic model is assumed to be valid on the whole domain Ω, but to make simulations tractable, is only used in the atomistic region Ω M 0 ; the continuum model is assumed to be valid only on Ω C 0 . ‡ We assume there are no time-dependent effects and our system is at zero temperature. that each model contributes partially to the total energy in the bridge region.
111
To apply displacement constraints between the continuum and atomistic descriptions 
A linear one-dimensional case

119
To better focus on the effects produced by the new approaches, we consider a simple onedimensional model with linear constraints. The expressions for the internal and external energies, i.e., (2.2) and (2. i.e., the constraints are applied to atomistic particles in the bridge region. To obtain the 122 discrete equations, we implement a finite element (FE) method in Ω C 0 and a molecular 123 mechanics description in Ω M 0 ; thus, we can express the approximate displacement field 124 u h (X) in Ω C 0 in terms of the FE basis functions {ω h i (X)}, i = 1,··· , N u , as follows: 6) where the u h i s denote the FE displacements at the FE nodes, and N u is the number of FE nodes in Ω C 0 . The Lagrange multiplier (LM) field is also expressed in term of basis functions {Λ K (X)}, K = 1,··· , N λ , (ultimately resulting in a reduction in the number of constraint equations) The resulting system of equations is ¶
where the indicator function
132
I F (ζ) = 1 if ζ ∈ F , 0 if ζ / ∈ F , (2.9) and F is defined in (2.5). Above and in the remainder of the paper we adopt the con-
133
vention of using Greek subscripts, i.e., α,β,γ,ζ, to refer to atom numbers, Latin lowercase 134 subscripts, i.e., i, j, to refer to FE node numbers, and Latin uppercase subscripts, i.e., L,K, 135 to refer to LM node numbers.
136
There are several choices we have to make in order to implement our model; in the 137 following, we present the main choices and relations for our model components.
138
FE basis functions.
We approximate the displacements of our system in the continuum ) respectively, with u(X) the exact solution of our problem. In addition, in the case of nearest-neighbor interactions, the last atom of the atomistic region of the AtC blended system, i.e., α= N d , is supposed to interact with a particle at the position X N d +1 ≡ X N d +s, where s is the atomistic spacing; the position X N d +1 is in the continuum region beyond the atomistic region of the AtC blended system, i.e., Ω C 0 \Ω bri 0 , thus, an appropriate treatment in this case would be to assume the displacement d N d +1 of a particle at X N d +1 is obtained by the interpolation of the continuum approximation at that point (see Section 7.2.1).
Discretized system. A more specific discretized system of equations is obtained by applying our continuum and atomistic interaction models (2.10) into the system of equations (2.8); then, we obtain, for the case of a nearest-neighbor interaction and piecewise linear FE basis functions, the discretized system of equations (2.11)-(2.13). blending function ξ(X) in a particular way as follows:
−K
In the case of hyperelastic materials, the Piola stress is given by P = ∂Ψ ∂F , with Ψ = Ψ(F)
159
the strain-energy function and F = I+Gradu the deformation gradient. In our one-
Let us develop a numerical scheme using a FE method, starting from the equilibrium equation
Multiplying by the test function w h j (X), integrating and then using integration by parts,
162
we obtain
dX the boundary traction (in the 1-D case, T = P). Assuming the displacement is approximated by a FE interpolation, i.e., u(X) ≈ u h (X) as in (2.6), we can rewrite (2.16) as
G a l l e y P r o o f 
Quantitative measurements
183
Total error. We are interested in measuring the global error of our numerical simulations.
184
Assuming the pure-atomistic model gives the correct solution for our system, we would 
190
The calculation of the error ǫ is done using the L 2 -like norm i.e., the Cauchy strain. We measure the strain at X i as e(
. This is applied to the atomistic displacements of both the pure-atomistic and AtC
202
blended models as well as to the FE approximation of the continuum displacement in the 203 continuum domain of the AtC blended model.
204
Energy blending functions
205
One choice for the energy blending functions ξ(X) and θ(X) is piecewise linear functions: with the requirement of
Using these conditions, we obtain the cubic energy blending function
3)
The reason we consider cubic as well as linear blending functions θ and ξ is that the which contains the energy blending function ξ(X), in the continuum portion of W int . To show these relations, we start from the discretized continuum equation (2.11), set p = 0, and avoid the terms corresponding to the constraints, in order to focus only on the contributions from the internal and external energy expressions; the term containing the traction is neglected because we look at the internal nodes. The expression obtained is as follows:
Trapezoidal rule. Using the trapezoidal quadrature rule for the integrations, we get
with ξ j ≡ξ(X h j ), where we have used a uniform FE grid with resolution h. Assuming h=s and j = α, we can write the equivalent expression for the atomistic interaction:
This gives some insight for the choice of θ α,β = 1 2 (θ α +θ β ); we refer to this interatomic 221 interaction blending function approach as the "average" rule. Furthermore, we obtain 222 the relations K a = K c and f ext α = B(X α )s that are implemented through our model.
223
Midpoint rule. We now consider (3.4) with a midpoint quadrature rule to approximate the integrals to obtain
Similarly to the "average" rule derivation, we obtain the "midpoint" rule for the inter-224 atomic interaction blending function, i.e., θ α,β = θ
Lagrange multiplier grid: uniformity and resolution
226
We investigate the sensitivity of the AtC blended model on the number of LM grid nodes 227 and the difference between the results obtained when using uniform and nonuniform
228
We use the midpoint rule for the integrals on the left-hand side of (3.4), but still use the trapezoidal rule for the integral on the right-hand side. 
For the nonuniform grid, we apply a mapping to (3.5) so that
determines the LM grid points. In Fig. 2 force as in (2.14). In [1] , it was shown that a blending similar to the one presented in
251
Model I leads to the satisfaction of Newton's third law.
252
To make the system of equations we are dealing with more clear, we write down the contributions of the internal and external potential energies to the discretized equations (2.11) and (2.12), i.e., we neglect the LM and penalty expressions. Using a trapezoidal rule for the integrals on the left-hand side (assuming a piecewise linear energy blending function ξ(X)) and correspondingly the "average" rule for the interatomic interaction blending function we obtain
In addition, the discretized continuum equation (3.6), in the limit of the atomistic resolu- 
Model II. A different approach for the blending of the continuum and atomistic mod- equations. The continuum expression is
We multiply (3.9) by the test function w h j (X) and integrate; using integration by parts and applying the explicit form of the nominal stress appearing in (2.15), i.e., P(
that is similar to (2.16) but with an extra term, i.e., the second term on the left-hand side of (3.10). A discretization of (3.10) is
assuming a piecewise linear energy blending function ξ(X), and taking its derivative as by θ α . The resulting equation is
Notice that we have implemented the continuum and atomistic interaction models ap- 
270
The atomistic and continuum contributions to the equilibrium/force balance equa- 
Comparing Model I and Model II in the bridge region
286
In this section, we focus on the bridge boundaries, in order to point out some differences 287 between Model I and Model II. For that purpose, we run a particular case for which the
288
FE nodes overlap the atoms in the bridge region, but there is a missing atom at the last
289
FE node of the bridge region, i.e., no atom is present on the right boundary of that region.
290
The grid looks as in 
291
The atoms inside the bridge region correspond to atoms having the reference positions
292
{X α }, α = 21,··· ,28, and the FE nodes that overlap them correspond to the FE nodes at
We take a closer look at the assembled matrix for our discretized sys- 
In both models, the sum of the contributions of the continuum equilibrium equation and the atomistic force balance equation are consistent with the pure-atomistic interaction
with K a = 1.0 and s = 1/40; the total number of atoms in a pure-atomistic model having 305 the same resolution is 41.
306
Right boundary. We look at the assembled matrix A of the system, but this time only at 307 the continuum contributions. We focus on the elements corresponding to the first 10 FE 308 nodes of the continuum region, including eight overlapping FE nodes, a FE node at the 309 right bridge boundary, and a FE node inside the continuum region outside the bridge 310 region, i.e., Ω C 0 \Ω bri 0 ; this corresponds to the matrix block A(1 : 10,1 : 10).
311
For Model I, we have the matrix block 
The first 8 rows correspond to FE nodes that overlap atoms in the bridge region, thus we In this case, the FE node 9 has the correct interaction values. In order to illustrate this, we examine the atomistic equation (3.7), for a given particle α, where the "average" rule is used for θ α,β . Assuming X α ∈ [X i ,a] and X α+1 ∈ (a,c], then θ α = θ α−1 = 1, whereas θ α+1 < 1. We then obtain
thus, an extra "artificial force" term appears on the right-hand side. A way to avoid this In this section, we analyze, through computational experiments, the performance of mod-349 els and their dependence on parameters, using two basic settings:
where u(X) represents, in this case, the exact solution of our problem. In order to avoid Table 1 along with N λ = 7, N u =21, and p=1, using a uniform Lagrange multiplier (LM) grid for Model II; a piecewise cubic energy blending function ξ(X) choice with the "average" rule (cf. Section 3.3) is implemented together with a piecewise linear LM basis functions Λ L (X). In addition to the displacement profiles, the multiscale grid is shown in the plots, with the blue circles representing atoms, the thin red vertical bars FE nodes, and the thick green vertical bars LM grid nodes. The plots show a qualitative agreement between the models. the bridge region, i.e., Ω M 0 \Ω bri 0 . The parameters used in common for the simulations in 365 * * The value of c = 0.64 is chosen so that we obtain a FE node at the right boundary of the interface. Notice that in (a,c) there is an overlapping between the results of the "average" and "midpoint" rules, both in the case of a uniform and nonuniform LM grid, for Model I; as a consequence (a,c) seem to present only 4 curves, instead of 6. In (b,d) a similar behavior, though not identical, results from the "midpoint" and "average" rules in Model I.
Lagrange multiplier grid resolution 366
We investigate the error behavior of the AtC blended model as a function of the num- Table 1 ) and N u = 21, correspond to resolutions equivalent to 201 atoms and 34 FE nodes in [0,1]; this choice gives a proportion of 6 atoms per finite element. of nodes we can choose so that the LM grid resolution does not exceed the atomistic one.
373
The main conclusions are as follows. the constant-load case (Fig. 6) , the errors for both models are of the same order. In order
381
to understand the differences in behavior, we note that the displacement profile in the 382 constant-load case has a quadratic form (see Fig. 4(b) ), so that the choice of piecewise- 
398
-In the constant-load case (Fig. 6 ), in most of the cases, there seems to exist an optimal 399 choice for N λ for which the error is minimized. That does not seem to be the case for 400 Model II, for the piecewise cubic ξ(X) choice, in particular, when using a piecewise con- for the constant-load case.
411
The main conclusions are as follows. 
414
-For the zero-load case (Fig. 7) , Model II seems to produce the exact solution for all com-
415
binations (see the y-axes scales), in contrast to Model I, whereas in the constant-load case
416
( Fig. 8) , the errors for both models are of the same order, as in Section 5.1. On the con- (Fig. 7) , there is an overlapping between some of the curves presented in the results; in (a,c), there is an overlapping between the results of the "average" and "midpoint" rules, both in the case of a uniform and nonuniform Lagrange multiplier (LM) grids, for Model I; in (b,d) a similar behavior, though not identical, results from the "midpoint" and "average" rules in Model I. Furthermore, in (b,d), for Model II, there is an overlapping between the results of a uniform and nonuniform LM grid choices. As a consequence, the plots seem to present less than 6 curves.
choice (a,c).
432
-In Model II, in the constant-load case (Fig. 8) , we get the same results for a uniform 
Penalty parameter
437
We investigate the error, of the AtC blended model, as a function of the penalty param- Table 1 ; N λ = 7, N u = 61, p = 1; we use a piecewise cubic energy blending function ξ(X) choice, the "average" rule (cf. Section 3.3) for Model I, a piecewise linear Lagrange multiplier (LM) basis functions Λ L (X) choice, and a uniform LM grid.
behavior for large values of p; in Fig. 12 , we present the results for the constant-load case, 441 whereas in Fig. 13 the results in a semi-log scale show the asymptotic behavior for large 442 values of p.
443
The main conclusions are as follows. Figures (a,b,c,d ) use subplots because of the large differences in magnitude of the errors (y-axes) between the different cases. In (a,c), there is an overlapping between the results of the "average" and "midpoint" rules, both in the case of a uniform and nonuniform Lagrange multiplier grids, for Model I; as a consequence (a,c) seem to present only 4 curves, instead of 6. In (b,d) a similar behavior, though not identical, results from the "midpoint" and "average" rules in Model I.
Main conclusions regarding the error convergence
465
Following the above results we can arrive at the following general conclusions. and p are found. 
Singular load
476
So far we have shown that the AtC blended models reproduce pretty well results ob-477 tained using the pure-atomistic model; see, e.g., Fig. 4 . The results obtained so far were 478 for smooth exact solutions that can be solved much more cheaply using a pure-continuum 479 FE model; in fact, in Fig. 4 , we see that the pure-continuum FE model also yields good a way that a consistent application of the same force source is effected in both cases.
489
Otherwise, we would be comparing systems with different external forces. The next two 490 sections present a discussion about this issue. 
From a continuous to a discrete force
492
Assume we are given a continuous body force function. We would like to zoom in to situation is sketched in Fig. 14; on the left, the contribution of the continuous force profile to the external force exerted on a particle at X α is illustrated, and, on the right, the narrow expression for the force is as follows:
where the integral is approximated by some quadrature rule with appropriate accuracy.
504
To introduce a numerical example, we approximate a singular load by a very narrow Gaussian, having the form
where µ determines the position of the center of the Gaussian and σ its width. A quadrature rule is used to approximate the integrals of the external body force of the continuum contribution of the AtC blended model (cf. right-hand side of (2.11)) and the purecontinuum FE one, i.e., reproduce the pure-atomistic results; the choices are presented in Table 2 , and a uniform 512 LM grid is implemented. We apply a force concentrated around 1 particle as it is shown 513 in Fig. 14 (right) , where the blue circles represent the atomistic particles; the parameters 
522
The pure-continuum FE results become closer to the pure-atomistic results when we in-523 crease the order of the quadrature, although, even for a high-order quadrature, e.g., 64 524 points, the error is still large, i.e., 4.19e−4 (see Fig. 15(d)) ; the pure-continuum FE results 525 ‡ ‡ The error in the AtC blended model is computed using (3.1); the corresponding error in the purecontinuum FE model is computed, similarly, by the L 2 -like norm for the difference between the pureatomistic model solution and the interpolation of the pure-continuum FE model solution. error can be improved by increasing the number of FE nodes. and N u = 481), the error is reduced to 1.32e−6.
537
In general, we do not have the exact solution of the PDE, and the pure-atomistic so-538 lution is taken as the exact solution. Therefore, a more appropriate approach would be 539 to start from a discrete force (i.e., the force profile in the atomistic region) and find a 540 corresponding continuum expression; this approach is discussed in the next section. 
From a discrete to a continuous force
542
In classical continuum mechanics, we refer to material objects as continuous, whereas this 543 is considered an approximation, at the macroscopic level, of the underlying microscopic 544 discrete view of matter. Under the accepted discrete approach, matter is described as 545 composed of particles to which an external force is applied, and the continuum body Figure 17 : Piecewise constant continuous body force B(X) at the macroscale level, having values related to a given microscopic atomistic force; f ext α is the atomistic external force acting on a particle at X α ; s is a uniform atomistic resolution, i.e., s = X α+1 −X α .
force is an averaged force per unit volume; when the force is smooth at the microscopic 547 level, then, the chosen averaging scale, at the macroscopic level, does not make too much 548 difference, but when the force changes at the microscopic level, the averaging scale takes 549 on an important role.
550
We are interested in applying a continuous model at a microscopic scale; thus, we 551 need to know the correspondence between the atomistic force and the continuous body 552 force applied on the system. We would like to discuss the case of a singular load (or more 553 precisely, an external force applied to a few particles) and see how we can implement 554 it on the continuous model. We approximate a singular load by a very narrow discrete
555
Gaussian profile, assuming that the force acts only at the atomistic positions. In order 556 to preserve the sharp force behavior, we want to compute the force average over as few 557 atoms as possible. Therefore, we assume that the atom at X α is a representative particle 558 of the region [X α −s/2,X α +s/2], with s the lattice spacing, i.e., we divide our chain of 559 atoms into Voronoi cells in the reference configuration, and assume each atom is the 560 representative particle of its corresponding cell. We now calculate the body force acting 561 in that cell as the force acting on the particle divided by the cell length, i.e., B(X) = f ext α /s 562 for X ∈ [X α −s/2,X α +s/2] The body force is then a piecewise constant function as it is 563 shown in Fig. 17 .
564
To obtain the smallest error, we use the atomistic resolution on the FE approximation, defining a FE node at each atomistic site; in this case, and assuming B(X) is piecewise constant, we can calculate the body force contribution to the FE equation as follows:
G a l l e y P r o o f is a delta function or close to that, we get a smoothing of it that produces wrong results.
569
In Table 3 , we compare the errors of the AtC blended and pure-continuum FE models 570 with respect to the pure-atomistic case. The simulations use the parameters in Table 2 Taking into account that the force is applied only at the atomistic positions, we can instead approximate the integrals on the right-hand side of the continuum model using a trapezoidal rule over the atomistic sites, i.e.,
where we have used again a FE resolution equal to the atomistic one, reproducing the 582 correct force expression. In Table 3 , we compare the AtC blended and pure-continuum 583 FE models errors with respect to the pure-atomistic case, with the FE resolution equal to 584 the atomistic one. In this case, i.e., trapezoidal rule, the pure-continuum FE reproduces the 585 atomistic external force (cf. right columns in Table 3 ).
586
A very important note is that although it seems that computing the right-hand side we propose different approaches to deal with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Adapting the force constant
607
The implementation of a multiple-neighbor interaction introduces modifications in the 608 atomistic expressions. The atomistic force balance equations are, for α = 1,2,··· , N d :
with N neig the number of one-sided near neighbor atomistic interactions, and K a a gener-610 alized atomistic force constant † .
611
In the following, we present two different approaches (a uniform and a nonuniform implemented in previous sections ‡ .
616
Uniform force constant. We compute the factor K a for a case of a general number of interactions. Using the Taylor expansion for a general function f (X±nh), under the assumption that f is smooth enough, one easily deduces
We would like to approximate consistently the equation
, and h = s so that the corresponding equation is
, the same constant for each pair interaction § .
617
Nonuniform force constant. We now choose to include a different constant for each neighbor interaction so that we again use a Taylor expansion to deduce
n=1 n K a,n = K a , and the same assumptions as in the uniform force constant derivation, we can write
We look for an appropriate functional form for the atomistic force constant K a , in the case of a multipleneighbor atomistic interaction, in order to match the continuum and atomistic models implemented in the system. We assume the pure-atomistic model is the underlying "correct" solution of our system, although for practical purposes, we decided to use in the multiple-neighbor atomistic interaction case, the same continuum model for the continuum region used in the case of a nearest-neighbor atomistic interaction; thus, we found the relation between the assumed continuum model constant K c = K a and the one corresponding to the underlying multiple-neighbor atomistic model K a .
§ This relation appears in [21] in the context of upscaling a nonlocal linear springs molecular dynamics model to the nonlocal continuum model peridynamics. The general atomistic interaction expression is as follows:
where Truncation. We use an interaction with N neig neighbors on both sides (left and right), but avoid the interactions with atoms beyond the boundary, i.e., atoms with the index β such that β < 1 or β > N d . Therefore,
Asymmetry. We allow for a different number of neighbor interactions to the left and right, depending on how close we are to the boundary. If we are far enough from both boundaries, we use an interaction with N neig neighbors on both sides; otherwise, we use an interaction with the number of neighbors available near the boundary, and with N neig neighbors towards the opposite side, changing the force constant accordingly. Thus,
Adaptive. We use the same number of neighbor interactions to the left and right, using the minimum number of neighbors available between the left and right sides for the interaction. Therefore, 
Extended boundary conditions (extended-BC).
We extend the boundary conditions inside the domain to the first N neig atoms closest to the boundary. Therefore, the interaction is implemented for atoms further than N neig atoms from the boundary. Thus,
Ghost-atoms.
We use the general number of neighbor interactions N neig for every atom in the atomistic region. To solve the problem of the atoms near the boundaries, we add "ghost atoms" beyond the boundary and interact with them. The same boundary conditions are imposed on the "ghost atoms" as for the atoms on the boundaries. Therefore,
In Fig. 19 , we present an illustration of the different boundary treatments for an atom- cates the interactions beyond the boundary; the asymmetry method uses different con-659 stants for interactions to the left and to the right, depending on how close the particle G a l l e y P r o o f In the AtC blended model, we need to deal with cases where a particle in the atomistic domain (including the bridge region) is supposed to interact with particles in the continuum domain beyond the bridge region; assume a particle α with a reference position X α ∈ [X i ,c] is supposed to interact with a particle at the reference position X β ∈ (c,X f ], i.e., β > N d , then, we replace the displacement d β in (7.1) with an interpolation of the FE displacements at X β (this is equivalent to the introduction of pad atoms [18, 22] or ghost particles [1, 2] in Ω C 0 \Ω bri 0 , with positions determined by the deformation of the continuum region where the atoms reside) as follows:
where X h j+1 and X h j are the positions of two FE nodes, such that 
Results
667
In this section, we present results for the various issues related to multiple-neighbor 668 atomistic interactions.
669
Boundary treatment. We focus on the boundary treatment and see how the different 670 approaches behave; for the simulations, the model choices are presented in Table 4 . In such that the behavior is consistent with the continuum model (see Section 7.1). We 685 would expect to get similar profiles between atomistic and continuum expression, in the 686 case both models treat the boundary in a consistent way.
687
The conclusions are as follows.
688
-It is expected that the AtC blended and the pure-atomistic models match on the left 689 boundary, because they implement identical boundary treatments; similarly, the pure- of the boundary effects and focus on the multiple-neighbor interactions inside the do-711 main; we assume our system is far away from the boundaries, i.e., a very large sys-712 tem. To achieve that, we implement a variation of the ghost-atoms method, where we 713 assume atoms close to the boundaries interact with "ghost atoms" beyond the bound- Table 4 . Both approaches for K a reproduce the pure-atomistic solution in 720 This "cheating" method was suggested to us by Michael L. Parks; the reason why it is called "cheating" is that, in general, the simulation results are not known a priori. Table 4 .
Uniform K a Table 4 , for a constant-load case. Table 4 . The plots compare the displacement profiles between different models and, in addition, present the multiscale grid (see Fig. 20 for further details regarding the models and the multiscale grid description).
the zero-load case (note the scale of the y-axis). In the constant-load case, the nonuniform 721 K a approach yields smaller errors for a large number of neighbor interactions.
722
In order to better understand the error behavior, we take a look at the strain profiles.
723
In Fig. 22 , we present a comparison between the uniform (top plots) and nonuniform were analyzed using two different blending schemes (Model I and Model II).
743
As discussed in this paper, an implementation of different model component choices 
765
We also studied potential problems arising on the boundaries of the bridging region 766 as well as a way to avoid them.
767
We gave some insight about the usefulness of using AtC coupling methods for sim-
768
ulations that try to capture singular phenomena. We showed a case of a singular load 
